The Doctor and his Journal.?We believe that a first duty of the medical man is to help develop, foster,-and sustain the medical societies and medical interest of his own locality. He has power personally to stimulate his associates, and to aid them in organization and in medical progress. In the development of such local interests, nothing can be so helpful as the ably-conducted and well-supported local medical journal. To this he owes a primary obligation, both literary and pecuniary. Its pages should be replete with the recorded experiences of local contributors; while, in turn, it should garner for them the best of medical productions from all lands.?The Journal of the American Medical Association. Imaginary Illness.?Nothing more amusing has been written on this subject than the following by Mr. Jerome K. Jerome in his clever Three Men in a Boat: "I had just been reading a patent liver-pill circular, in which were detailed the various symptoms by which a man could tell when his liver was out of order. I had them all.
"It is a most extraordinary thing, but I never read a patent medicine advertisement without being impelled to the conclusion that I am suffering from the particular disease therein dealt with in its most virulent form. The diagnosis seems in every case to correspond exactly with all the sensations that I have ever felt.
I remember going to the British Museum one day to read up the treatment for some slight ailment of which SCRAPS.
"I sat for awhile, frozen with horror; and then in the listlessness of despair, I again turned over the pages. I came to typhoid fever?read the symptoms?discovered that I had typhoid fever, must have had it for months without knowing it?wondered what else I had got; turned up St. Vitus's Dance?found, as I expected, that I had that too,?began to get interested in my case, and determined to sift it to the bottom, and so started alphabetically?read up ague, and learnt, that I was sickening for it, and that the acute stage would commence in about another fortnight. Bright's disease, I was relieved to find, I had only in a modified form, and, so far as that was concerned, I might live for years. Cholera I had, with severe complications; and diphtheria I seemed to have been born with. I plodded conscientiously through the twenty-six letters, and the only malady I stuck it out as far as ever it would go, and I shut one eye, and tried to examine it with the other. I could only see the tip, and the only thing that I could gain from that was to feel more certain than before that I had scarlet fever. " I had walked into that reading-room a happy, healthy man.
I crawled out a decrepit wreck. " I went to my medical man. He is an old chum of mine, and feels my pulse, and looks at my tongue, and talks about the weather, all for nothing, when I fancy I'm ill; so I thought I would do him a good turn by going to him now. 'What a doctor wants,' I said,' is practice. He shall have me.
He will get more practice out of me than out of seventeen hundred of your ordinary, commonplace patients, with only one or two diseases each.' ***** "Going back to the liver-pill circular, I had the symptoms, beyond all mistake, the chief among them being ' a general disinclination to work of any kind.' What I suffer in that way no tongue can tell. From my earliest infancy I have been a martyr to it. As a boy, the disease hardly ever left me for a day. They did not know, then, that it was my liver. Medical science was in a far less advanced state than now, and they used to put it down to laziness." (?
